In this work we introduce and analyze algorithms for fractal image compression on massively parallel SIMD arrays. The di erent algorithms discussed di er signi cantly in terms of their communication and computation structure. Therefore the most suited algorithm for a given architecture may be selected according to our investigations. Experimental results compare the performance of the algorithms on the 2-D mesh array of the MasPar MP-2. 
Introduction
Fractal image compression 6, 21, 25] has generated much interest in the image compression community as possible competitor 7] to well established compression techniques (e.g. DCT-JPEG) and newer technologies (e.g. wavelets) and as extension 32, 2] to such methods. One of the main drawbacks of conventional fractal image coding is the high encoding complexity (whereas decoding complexity is much lower) compared to e.g. transform coding. On the other hand fractal image compression o ers interesting features like resolutionindependent and fast decoding, and good image quality at low bit-rates which makes it an interesting candidate for o -line applications (e.g. video-on-demand (VOD), photo or video CD-ROMs, etc.).
Anyway, speedup techniques are necessary in order to accelerate the encoding phase of fractal compression. Two di erent approaches can be distinguished: Sequential techniques 31, 11] , High Performance Computing.
The use of general purpose high performance computers seems to be appropriate in order to accelerate the execution speed of fractal image coding without a decrease of image quality (as it often happens if sequential speedup-techniques like e.g., block classi cation, are applied). Parallel processing 13] and the use of application speci c VLSI designs 17, 4, 5] make fractal coding even suitable for real time processing. Additionally these technologies are of great interest for the compression of large images (e.g. satellite images) where sequential speedup techniques (alone) do not o er enough e ciency.
In this paper we introduce and investigate di erent algorithms for the encoding phase of fractal compression suitable for execution on massively parallel SIMD arrays. On the one hand, fractal image compression seems to be very well suited for parallel systems with the SIMD computational regime due to its high computational complexity and regular algorithmic structure. On the other hand, the SIMD computational paradigm with moderate parallelism has gained more attention again in the last few years (the MMX extension of the Intel Pentium Processor operates in moderate parallel SIMD execution mode 29] as do SGI Graphics Rendering Cards 16] ). Moreover, recent designs for multimedia hardware architectures emphasize the importance of SIMD algorithms for multimedia computing 22, 3] . Several multimedia processors nally even show a trend towards large parallel 1-D and 2-D SIMD arrays 23]. The concrete experiments in this work are carried out on a SIMD MasPar MP-2 processor array with 4096 processing elements (PEs) arranged in a 2-D mesh with toroidally interconnected border PEs (the validity and relevance of results achieved by experiments conducted on a MasPar with respect to real-time video compression is shown in 37]).
Fractal Image Compression -the Encoding Phase
Fractal image compression exploits similarities within images. These similarities are described by a contractive transformation T of the image whose xed point is close to the image itself. The image transformation consists of block transformations which approximate smaller parts of the image by larger ones using contractive a ne transforms. The smaller parts are called ranges and the larger ones domains. All ranges together (range pool) form a partition of the image. The domains can be selected freely within the image and may overlap. Figure 1 .b shows an overlapping domain-pool for an image of size 512 512 and Figure  1 .a a non-overlapping one. For each range an appropriate domain must be found. The domain blocks are transformed to match a given range block as closely as possible.
To compare image blocks (i.e. range and domain) usually PSNR is used, which can be derived from rms (root mean square error): PSNR = 10 log 10 m 2 rms 2 . m is the largest possible value of the image and has the typical value of 255. The rms-metric however, is very convenient to use, because minimization problems become very easy to solve. The transformation applied to the domain classically consists of the following parts:
Geometrical contraction (usually implemented by downsampling the domain). A ne motion (modeled by using the 8 isometries of the square block). Gray value adaptation (a least square optimization is performed in order to determine the best values for the parameters a and b describing contrast and brightness modi cation, respectively).
In a non-adaptive algorithm for each range the block transformation with the smallest rms-error becomes part of the image transformation -no matter how good the range can be covered. In an adaptive algorithm the error of a single block transformation is compared to a prede ned maximum error, the so called collage error . If the calculated error is larger the speci c range (which is located at the \ rst quadtree level") is split into smaller blocks (located at the \second quadtree level") which are then covered independently.
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So { in contrast to the non-adaptive algorithm { a speci c image quality can be guaranteed. We denote this algorithm (which may allow several quadtree levels, in our concrete examples three) \adaptive quadtree algorithm " 6, 25] .
The search for appropriate transformations is computationally expensive. The cost depends mostly on the number of domains each range must be compared with (and is therefore determined by the amount of overlap of the domains, i.e. the step-size).
A complete domain-pool of an image of size n n with square domains of size h h consists of (n?h+1) 2 domains. Parallelization via ranges: Within this class it is necessary that at least the entire image can be stored in the memory of each PE. Out of the image-data the complete domain pool can be produced. To each PE a subset of the range pool is assigned { either statically or dynamically { and the PE calculates the best transformations for its range subset. For more details see e.g. 9, 20, 28, 33, 36, 39] . Parallelization via domains: Within this class of algorithms the domain pool cannot be stored in the memory of one PE -therefore the domain pool is distributed evenly among the PEs. The most e cient algorithms transfer the ranges among the PEs in a pipelined manner in order to carry out the range-domain comparisons of all sub-domain-pools. For more details see e.g. 1, 18, 19, 24] .
We have also investigated algorithms employing both parallel processing and sequential speedup techniques (e.g., using block based classi cation 10, 13] and geometric searching 15] on parallel architectures).
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Basic Algorithms for 2-D SIMD arrays
All image processing libraries available for SIMD computers use a pixel based parallelization { this fact is due to the pixel-based image processing techniques contained in these packages (low-level image processing operations) and not preliminary due to the structure of the machines. Fractal image compression is inherently block-based which might favor the block-based parallelization approach. The algorithm described in 38] uses a pixel-based parallelization scheme ( ne grained) and the results show the limitations of such an approach. Therefore we focus on algorithms using a block-based parallelization (coarse grained).
Considering the techniques for MIMD parallelization we cannot perform a parallelization via ranges on a (distributed memory) SIMD architecture due to memory constraints. Therefore the only possible technique exploits the domain-pool inherent parallelism by distributing the domains among the PEs. This approach must resolve the following issues, thereby taking into account the characteristics of the underlying hardware architecture:
1. How can the ranges and domains be mapped onto the PE array in an e cient way ? 2. How can the range-domain comparisons be organized e ciently ?
The domains are distributed by assigning a rectangular part of the image to a PE. This part of the image contains all upper-left corner-pixels of the domains to be assigned to that PE. Consequently an o set of size domainwidth ? 1 has to be included with that image part. We propose and compare the following three distribution and processing approaches.
Three approaches to block mapping and processing
2-Arrays Approach: The domains are distributed uniformly among the PEs of the entire PE-array as described above. The ranges are evenly distributed as well. Therefore two (virtual) arrays are mapped onto the PE array consisting of ranges and domains, respectively. In the rst step of the algorithm on each PE the range-domain comparisons that can be performed with the local data are carried out. The best results for each range are stored locally. In the second step the array containing the ranges together with the best result (achieved so far) is shifted by one position in one direction. Subsequently the range-domain comparisons with the local data are performed and the results for each range are updated. This procedure is repeated until the range array has visited each position of the domain array (N 2 positions assuming a N N array { compare Figure 2 ). Consequently each range has found its best domain at the nal stage of the computation. For the subsequent quadtree-levels the same procedure is applied. One may choose a new distribution of the ranges at each level in order to achieve a better or a perfectly balanced load. This is sensible since on locations in the PE array corresponding to ranges for which a match has been found at higher quadtree levels no further computation has to be performed. The PEs at those positions remain idle and decrease e ciency (see the white regions in shifts of the range-array is reduced by a factor which is equal to the duplication factor. If the number of domains assigned to a single PE is too large to be stored, the entire procedure may be split into several parts using several layers of domain-arrays which are then processed one after the other. This \2-Array Algorithm" shows low memory requirement at the cost of high communication demand across the PE array (PE ! PE communication). Communication between the machines`frontend (FE) and the PE array (FE ! PE communication) is kept to a minimum. Therefore this algorithm is ideally suited for processing large images on an architecture with fast PE ! PE but slow FE ! PE communication.
Pipelined Approach: The domains are distributed uniformly among one row of the PE array, this row is copied onto all other rows. The ranges are distributed as in the 2-Arrays approach and then shifted only along the rows of the PE array (see Figure 3) . Consequently the amount of shifting of the range-array is reduced by a factor which is equal to the number of the rows. For subsequent quadtree-levels the same procedure is applied. One may choose again a new distribution of the ranges in order to achieve better or perfect load balance. This technique is designed for small domain-pools (since the entire domain-pool has to be stored in the memorys of the PEs of a single array row) { if the pool is too large for one layer of domains per PE row, the task may be split again (similar to the 2-Arrays Approach) using several domain-layers for the PE rows. The larger the domain-pool is, the less e cient is this method. If the number of ranges in relation to the number of PEs is too small, the same technique (i.e. range duplication) as for the 2-Arrays Approach is used.
This \Pipelined Algorithm" shows lower amount of PE ! PE communication as compared to the 2-Arrays algorithm at the cost of higher memory requirements and more FE ! PE communication (for mapping domain layers onto the array). Therefore this algorithm is ideally suited for processing smaller images on an architecture with medium speed PE ! PE and FE ! PE communication.
Broadcast Approach: The domains are distributed uniformly among the PEs as in the 2-Arrays Approach. Subsequently the rst range is broadcasted to all PEs which calculate the local range-domain matches. Finally a global minimum function is used to determine the best match. This procedure is repeated for all ranges and all subsequent quadtree-levels (see Figure 4) . No load imbalance problems can occur (if we assume a perfect domain distribution) in contrast to the two other algorithms since no PE falls idle at any time.
This \Broadcast Algorithm" shows no PE ! PE communication at all at the cost of extremely intensive FE ! PE communication. Memory demand is kept very low (even lower as for the 2-Arrays
Algorithms for large images since for the Broadcast Algorithm we need to store at most one range at a time). Therefore this algorithm is ideally suited for processing large images on an architecture with slow PE ! PE (or no communication possibility of this type at all) but fast FE ! PE communication.
Experimental Comparisons
We apply the di erent algorithms to the image \Lena" (see Figure 5 .a) with image size 256 256 pixels. We report on experiments using a 4096 PE MasPar MP-2 (Univ. Jena). The parameter \domainspacing" (equal to step-size) (d) controls the size of the domain-pool (and thereby the amount of computational complexity) by allowing a di erent amount of overlap among the domains. We start with range size 16 16 pixels and allow three quadtree levels (i.e. decomposition down to ranges consisting of 4 4 pixels). See Figure 5 .b for a computed fractal quadtree structure of the Lena image. The 2-Arrays and Pipelined Algorithms are used without choosing new range distributions at the second and third quadtree levels. Additionally, the Pipelined Algorithm uses 4 layers of domains within one quadtree level (the memory requirements are too high for the architecture in use { see the explanation before), whereas this is not necessary for the 2-Arrays Approach. Consequently, PEs processing ranges for which matches have been found at former quadtree levels are idle in the 2-Arrays Algorithm. The Pipelined Algorithm operates di erently as follows: After mapping the rst domain-layer onto the rows of the PE array, all range-domain matches for all three quadtree levels are computed and stored (by shifting the range-array across the rows). Subsequently the same procedure is applied to one domain-layer after the other without taking into account the results of the matches of the previously computed domain-layers (see Figure 6 : the rectangles represent domain-layer mappings). Finally the best matches are identi ed in sequential mode. It is important to notice that more range-domain comparisons are performed as compared to the sequential computation (since all range-domain matches at all quadtree levels are computed during the Pipelined Algorithm). Table 1 shows a comparison of the three basic algorithms (focus your attention onto the relative performance of the di erent approaches { the absolute timings show more the weakness of a single MasPar PE rather than giving any information about the quality of the parallel algorithms). Evidently, the Pipelined Algorithm always performs best. The Broadcast Algorithm shows a time demand about a factor 3 higher despite of the fact that no load balancing problem occurs and that the number of computed range-domain comparisons is equal to the sequential version (which is not true for the Pipelined Algorithm { see above). Finally, the 2-Arrays Algorithm shows the by far worst performance (about a factor 6 slower as compared to the Pipelined Algorithm). Note that these results re ect the properties of the underlying hardware { obviously it is best on this architecture to exploit the PE`s memory and to avoid PE ! PE communication as much as possible. The somehow surprising result is that this may be done at the cost of a signi cant amount of extra computation as well as additional FE ! PE communication (required for the domain-layer mapping in the Pipelined Algorithm). Additionally, the advantage of the Broadcast Algorithm with respect to load balancing is exhibited (as compared to the results of the 2-Arrays Algorithm).
In the next section we will investigate possibilities how to further improve the Pipelined Algorithm (which are to some extent also applicable to the 2-Arrays Algorithm in order to cope with the load balanc-7 ing problem) since this algorithm has turned out to be the most promising algorithm in terms of overall performance and optimization potential.
Improving the Pipelined Algorithm
The most natural way to improve the Pipelined Algorithm is to restrict the computations to the amount performed in the sequential algorithm (remember that all range-domain comparisons are computed at lower levels of the quadtree decomposition no matter if a satisfying match has been found at higher levels or not). This may be achieved as follows.
In the rst stage of the improved algorithm we compute all range-domain comparisons of the rst quadtree level { for doing this it is necessary to map the domain-layers one after the other onto the PE array (e.g., in Figure 7 this requires 4 times mapping of domain-layers, again depicted as rectangles). Subsequently, the ranges are redistributed (i.e. the ranges for which a satisfying match has been found are removed from the range-array, the remaining ranges form a new range array). The same procedure is applied to the subsequent quadtree levels. We denote this algorithm \Load Balancing (LB) Algorithm". In this way we have achieved that the same amount of range-domain comparisons is performed as compared to the sequential version, moreover we avoid PEs falling idle as occurring in the 2-Arrays Algorithm. The problem remains as how to achieve the range distributions (this may be applied as well to resolve the load inbalance in the 2-Arrays Algorithm).
Global and Local Load Balancing Strategies
In a global load balancing approach (denoted gLB Algorithm) one PE (in our concrete case the FE) collects the information about which ranges have successfully been matched, removes those ranges, and determines the new duplication factor (since the number of ranges has changed { in the setting of our previous example the new duplication factors are 4 for the second quadtree level and 2 for the third one). Finally the remaining ranges are uniformly redistributed according to the previous results for the computations of the next quadtree level. These steps are done at each quadtree level. It is obvious that these requirements of \global knowledge" and data redistribution are expensive in terms of FE ! PE communication.
In a local load balancing approach (denoted lLB Algorithm) usually no global knowledge is available about which ranges have successfully been matched. Therefore, no change in range duplication is possible and no systematic new uniform range distribution may be achieved. Ranges are shifted locally among the PEs based on a local analysis of hot spots in the range array. The number of ranges that may be assigned to a single PE is trivially known at each quadtree level (i.e. in our example: at the second level 0 or 4 ranges per PE (see Figure 9 .a: 0 -white, 4 -black), at the third level 0, 4, 8, 12, or 16 ranges (see Figure 10 .a: 0 -white, 4 -light gray, . . . , 16 -black)). We now de ne (in order to give a concrete example) a PE as a hot spot PE if 4 ranges (for the second quadtree level) or 12/16 ranges (for the third quadtree level) are located on this speci c PE. Figure 8 illustrates the following strategy (which is of course only one out of many possibilities) how to smooth the range distribution by shifting ranges located at hot spots to di erent (prede ned and xed) PEs. It is important to smooth these local hot spots since the PE with the maximal number of ranges assigned to it determines the run-time behaviour of the entire algorithm. Of course it is not guaranteed that the local smoothing technique is successful since the optimal strategy is highly dependent on the image content (which is not known locally).
In our concrete example we notice that at the second quadtree level this approach is not successful (see Figures 9.a and 9 .b for the distribution of the ranges on the PE array before and after local smoothing). Although the ranges are much better distributed after hot spot smoothing the maximal number of ranges located on a PE remains at 4 (depicted as black squares { note also the duplication factor 16 resulting in stripes of 16 squares showing the same value since these squares represent one and the same range). On the other hand we see the success of the smoothing procedure at the third quadtree level (see Figures 10.a  and 10.b) . Whereas the maximal value of 16 ranges (black squares/stripes) is shown at several locations before load balancing, the maximal value is reduced to 11 ranges (dark gray squares/stripes) after local lad balancing. It should be noted that this reduction is achieved without any global information, therefore only PE ! PE communication is necessary.
Although the current algorithms (both global and local) may achieve a good load distribution, they involve a signi cant amount of FE ! PE communication (e.g., in our example in Figure 7 this involves 3 4 = 12 times mapping of domain-layers onto the PE array). In a further algorithm (\optimal load balancing (optLB) Algorithm") we reduce this kind of communication at the cost of additional computations. Especially we aim at reducing the costly domain-layer mapping.
An Intermediate Variant for the Pipelined Algorithm
We start similar to the original Pipelined Algorithm by processing the range-domain comparisons corresponding to the rst domain-layer (see Figure 11 { the rectangles depict again domain-layer mapping). The ranges are redistributed (again using either a global (goptLB) or a local (loptLB) strategy) for the subsequent quadtree levels. In the following, we proceed with the next domain-layer. Whereas all ranges are always used at the rst quadtree level, at quadtree level j of domain-layer i only those ranges are considered for whose parent nodes in the quadtree no appropriate matches have been found at a higher quadtree level (j ?1 and j ?2) of domain-layers 1 : : : i. The remaining ranges are redistributed. This strategy signi cantly reduces the number of domain-layer mappings (in our concrete case to 4 times) at the cost of more range redistribution operations (12 times instead of 3 times in the gLB Algorithm) and some extra computations (especially within the rst domain-layers). Note that the amount of data involved is much smaller for a range redistribution as compared to a domain-layer mapping. We notice that the global load balancing approach outperforms local hot spot smoothing in spite of FE ! PE communication. The reason is that, due to the locality of this technique, the strategy how to perform the hot spot smoothing is far from being optimal for a given image. Additionally it is evident that all three types of optimizations of the Pipelined Algorithm lead to a signi cant speed up over the basic variant of the algorithm. Algorithm optLB performs best for all three domain-pool sizes considered { the strategy to balance FE ! PE communication and the amount of extra computation leads to the best e ciency observed.
Conclusion and Further Work
We have introduced and discussed algorithms and corresponding load balancing strategies for fractal image compression on 2-D SIMD arrays which di er signi cantly in terms of the data ow and communication patterns. The experimental results con rm our conjecture that the e ciency of the algorithms proposed depends strongly on the underlying hardware architecture. Summarizing, we may state that we have identi ed several parameters within the algorithms, which allow to identify the most suitable algorithm within the ones introduced such that the fractal image compression algorithm may be mapped e ciently onto architectures with very di erent characteristics. Further research will be performed on how sequential speed-up techniques (like e.g., block classi cation, codebook clustering, multidimensional nearest-neighbour search in suitable feature spaces etc.) may be incorporated into the algorithms introduced. Additionally we will investigate how to improve the local hot spot smoothing by e.g. fast preprocessing techniques in order to obtain a rough approximation about how the hot spots will be distributed at the di erent quadtree levels.
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